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ABSTRACT 
This paper concerns a certain column rank of matrices over the nonnegative reals; 
we call it the spanning column rank. We have a characterization of spanning column 
rank 1 matrices. We also investigate the linear operators which preserve the spanning 
column ranks of matrices over the nonnegative part of a certain unique factorization 
domain in the reals. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There is much literature on the study of linear operators that preserve the 
ranks of matrices over several semirings. Nonnegative matrices also have 
been the subject of research by many authors. Recently, Beasley and Song 
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obtained characterizations of column rank preserving linear operators on the 
space of m X n matrices over Z,, the semiring of nonnegative integers, in 
[I], and on the Boolean matrices in [9]. In [4], Beasley, Gregory, and Pullman 
obtained characterizations of semiring rank-l matrices and semiring rank 
preserving operators over certain semirings of the nonnegative reals. We 
consider some results in [4] with regard to a certain column rank instead of 
semiring rank. 
In this paper, we define “spanning column rank’ (see Section 2), which is 
the same as column rank on the space of matrices over a field or Z, but 
differs from column rank in general semirings. We obtain a characterization 
of spanning column rank 1 matrices. We also characterize linear operators 
which preserve the spanning column ranks of matrices over the nonnegative 
part of a unique factorization domain with only one unit in the reals. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES OF SPANNING 
COLUMN RANK 
Let S be any subset of R, (the nonnegative reals). We’ll call it a 
nonnegative semi&main if it contains 0, 1 and is closed under multiplication 
and addition (the usual operations). If D is a subring of R containing 1 (so D 
is an integral domain), let D, denote the set of its nonnegative elements. 
Then D + is a nonnegative semidomain. Examples are R + , Q + , Z + , (Z[ &I> + , 
etc., where Q denotes the rationals and Z the integers. Note that (Z[&f]>+ 
contains Z+[fi] properly, since e.g. fi - 1 is in the left member but not 
the right. There are other nonnegative semidomains: e.g., H = {O, 1,2,3} U 
{q E Q I q > 4) is not of the form D, for any integral domain D in R. 
Hereafter, unless otherwise specified, S will denote an arbitrary nonnega- 
tive semidomain. 
Let A be an m X n matrix over S. If A is a nonzero matrix, then the 
semiring rank [l] of A, rs( A), is the least k for which there exist m X k and 
k X n matrices F and G over S such that A = FG. The zero matrix is 
assigned the semiring rank 0. The set of m X n matrices with entries in S is 
denoted by M,,“(S). Addit’ ion, multiplication by scalars, and the product of 
matrices are defined as if S were a field. 
If V is a nonempty subset of Sk = Mk, ,(S) that is closed under addition 
and multiplication by scalars, then W is called a vector space over S (others, 
including Beasley, Kirkland, and Shader [5], refer to such a set as a semimod- 
ule). The notions of subspace and of spanning sets are the same as if S were a 
field. 
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A set A of vectors over S is linearly dependent if for some a E A, a is a 
linear combination of the vectors in A - {a). Otherwise A is linearly in&- 
pendent. 
As with fields, a basis for a vector space W is a spanning subset of least 
cardinality. That cardinality is the dimension, dim(V), of W. 
The column space of an m X n matrix A over S is the vector space that is 
spanned by its columns. The column rank, c,(A), of a nonzero m X n matrix 
A over S is the dimension of its column space. The spanning column rank, 
scs( A), of a nonzero m X n matrix A over S is the minimum number of the 
columns of A which span its column space. As with semiring rank, the zero 
matrix is assigned column rank and spanning column rank 0. 
It follows that 
0 G rs( A) < cs( A) Q scs( A) G n (2.1) 
for all m X n matrices A over S. 
Over a field F we have c,(A) = scr(A) for all A E M,,,.(F). For, if 
c,(A) = k, then the column space of A has dimension k. So any r columns 
of A are linearly dependent for r which is greater than k. Hence scr( A) Q k. 
Therefore the column rank and spanning column rank functions are equal 
over any field by (2.1). 
We can also show that the column rank and spanning column rank are the 
same over tMla,,n(Z+) or Ml,,” (B), where B is the two element Boolean 
algebra. But they may differ over other semirings. The spanning column rank 
may actually exceed the column rank over some semirings. 
For example, consider A = [3 - J’7, \/;7 - 21 over S = (Z[ fi]),. Since 
(3 - J’7) + (fi - 2) = 1, 11) is a spanning subset of the column space of 
A.Soc(A)=1.Butscs(A)=2,since3-fi#a(fi-2)andfi-2+ 
a(3 - J- 7) for any a in S. 
Here are some basic properties of spanning column rank: 
If the columns of A E MO,,“(S) are linearly independent over S, then 
SC,(A) = n. 
(2.2) 
If S G T, then scs( A) & SC,(A) for arbitrary A with entries in S. 
(2.3) 
Let A and B be matrices over S. Then 
scs( Al?) < scs( B). (2.4) 
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For, assume that scs( B) = k. Then without loss of generality, we may assume 
that {b,, . . . , bk} is a set of columns of B of minimum cardinality that spans 
its column space. Since the jth column of AB is of the form Abj and 
bj = Cf= 1 sibi for some si E S, we have Abj = CFzl si Abi. That is, any 
column of AB can be written as a linear combination of Ab,, . . . , Ab,. 
Hence sc,(AB) < k = SC,(B). 
But, in general scs( AB) is not less than scs( A), as shown in the following 
example: Let 
A = 13, 7, 71, 
be matrices over S = Z,. Then scs( AI?) = SC&~, 10, 171) = 3, but scs( A) 
= 2. 
If B is obtained by deleting some rows of A, then 
scs( B) Q scs( A). P-5) 
But suppressing a column may increase the spanning column rank. For 
example, consider 
10 1 1 0 0’ 
A= 10 0 10 
1 1 0 0 1 
,1 1 1 1 0, 
over B, the two element Boolean algebra. Then SC,(A) = 3 because the last 
three columns are linearly independent and span the column space of A. We 
delete column 5 from A to obtain A’; then scB( A’) = 4, since the four 
columns of A’ are linearly independent. 
If V, V-l have all entries in S, then 
scs(VA) = scs( A) by (2.4). (2.6) 
If X is a matrix over S and X = xa’, then x, a are called Zef and right 
factors of X respectively. Both a and x are referred to as factors of X. In 
particular, a is called a strong right factor of X if at has spanning column 
rank 1. For X E M,,,“(S), we write SC(X) for SC,(X), c(X) for c,(X), and 
r(X) for r,(X). 
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LEMMA 2.1. For A E Ml, ,,@I, SC(A) = 1 y and only f A can be 
factored as xat for some a E in, x E S”, where x # 0 and a is a strong 
right factor. 
Proof. If SC(A) = 1, then there exists one column ak of A such that 
each of the other columns ai can be expressed as a scalar multiple of ak; that 
is, a, = (Yiak for some (Y~ E S. Therefore A = ak[ (~i,, . . , a,] with ak = 1. 
Letx=ak,d=[al,..., (~“1. Then we are done. The converse is clear. w 
In the sequel, let U, be the nonnegative part of a unique factorization 
domain U in R which has only one unit l-for example R, n Z[e], with 
transcendental e. 
LEMMA 2.2. There are an infinite number of primes in U which are 
elements of U,. 
Proof. If there are no primes in U,, then U is a field, which is not the 
case. So there is at least one prime in U,. Let p,, p,, . . . , be primes in U,, 
and suppose that there is a largest prime: call it p,. Now consider the positive 
element 
Q = Pl Pz -*- P” + 1. 
Since Q E U,, there are primes qi, . . . , qs in U, such that Q has the form 
41 *** 4s. But p,, p,, . . . > p, are the only primes, so that q1 must be equal to 
one of p,, p,, . . . , p,. Since q1 divides both p,p, -** p, and Q, we have 
that q1 divides Q - p, p, *** p,, or equivalently, q1 divides 1. Then q1 is a 
unit, which is a contradiction. Thus the number of primes is infinite in U,. ??
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let S = {a/b I a, b are integers such that b cannot be 
divided by 2 or 5). Then S is a unique factorization domain with many units. 
On the other hand, we know that there exist only two primes, 2 and 5, in S,. 
Thus, the condition that U has only one unit in Lemma 2.2 is needed. 
3. SPANNING COLUMN RANK PRESERVERS 
If T maps M,,,(S) into itself and T(cxX + j3 Y) = aT( X) + PT(Y ) for 
all a, p E S and for all X, Y E MI,,,(S), then T is a &near operator on 
Mm. .w. 
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In [4], it was shown that if S is the nonnegative part of a unique 
factorization and T preserves real or semiring ranks of matrices over S, then 
there exist nonsingular matrices U and V such that T(X) = UXV [or possibly 
T(X) = UXfV if m = n] for all X E fb~4~,~(U+). 
In this section we shall obtain characterizations of linear operators which 
preserve spanning column ranks on Ml,, .(U.+ ). 
We say that a linear operator T preserves spanning column rank k 
provided that sc$T( X)) = k for arbitrary X E MI,, ,,(S) such that SC(X) = k. 
Let e, be the vector in S” with a 1 in the ith position and zero elsewhere. 
We say that X is a column matrix if X = xe: for some i with 1 < i Q n and 
some vector x E S”. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let T be a linear operator on Ml,,~(U+), n > 2. Zf T 
preserves spanning column ranks 1 and 2, then T maps column matrices to 
column matrices. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that T maps a column matrix to a matrix 
which is not a column matrix. Say x(e,)t = Xi and T( X,) has more than one 
nonzero column. For each i with 1 < i < n, let Xi = x(ei)‘. Let S = 
0,. . . > n), and let S, = {j I the jth column of T(Xi) is zero for all 1 Q i < n]. 
Then for each j E S - S,, there is an i(j) such that the jth column of 
T(Xicj,) is not zero. Now T(X,) h as at least two nonzero columns, say 
columns k, and k,. Let S, = S - S, - {k,, k,), and let X = Xi + 
CjESg Xicjj. Note that for any k E S - S,, the kth column of T(X) is 
nonzero. Further, since X consists of at most n - 1 distinct summands, each 
of which is a column matrix, there is at least one zero column in X, say the 
Zth. Let Y = Xi. Since T(X) has zero columns only corresponding to indices 
in S, [where T(Y ) also must have a zero column], we can restrict our 
attention to those columns in T(X) that are nonzero; hence we lose no 
generality in assuming that T(X) h as no zero column. Thus, since X, and 
hence T(X), has spanning column rank 1, we have T(X) = ud, where 
at = ]a r, . . . , a,] has all nonzero entries. Let T(Y) = vbt with bt = 
[b r, . . . , b,]. Since /AX + Y has spanning column rank 1 for arbitrary ZL in 
U +, 
T(*X+Y) =[~.~a,u+b,v j pa,u-t-b,v j *a* i pa,u+b,,v] 
also has spanning column rank 1. Now we will show that T(X) and T(Y) 
have a common strong right factor. For this purpose, we consider two cases: 
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Case (1). If cu f dv for all nonzero c, d in U,, then we have, for some 
fixed j, 
for some r, E U,, k = l,..., n. If uk z rk uj for some k, then 
which is a contradiction to the condition that cu z dv for all nonzero c, d in 
U,. Thus uk = rk uj and bk = rk 4, k = 1, . . . , n. That is, a = ujr and 
b = bjr, where rt = [rl,. . . , r”] with rj = 1. 
Case (2). Assume that cu = dv for some nonzero c, d in U,. By 
Lemma 2.2, there are infinitely many primes in U,. Thus a prime /_L can be 
chosen so that it does not divide any nonzero bi, i = 1,. . . , n, since the 
nonzero bi are finite in number. Consider 
T(c#X + Y) = [ /.i’u,cu + b,v j phu,cu -t b,v / ..a i phu,cu + b,v] 
= v[ phu,d + b,, phu,d + b,, . . . , p’a,d + b”], 
which has spanning column rank 1 for any positive integer h. Since T(cphX 
+ Y) has n columns, there exists a column j and a sequence of h’s with the 
properties that (i) the jth column of T(cphX + Y) spans the column space 
for each h, and (ii) for infinitely many terms hi in the sequence of h’s, we 
can find another term h, in the sequence such that the difference between 
the terms hi and h, is at most n. Therefore for infinitely many h 
phukd + b, = r*k( phujd + b,) (3-l) 
for some r,,k E U,, k = 1, . . . . n. In (3.11, if bj = 0 then bk would have to 
be divisible by p here. But that is impossible, since p does not divide b, for 
any nonzero bk. So bj is not zero. If the column space of T(cpgX + Y) is 
spanned by its jth column, then we get 
Pg%d + bk = rgk( pGzjd + bj) (3.2) 
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for some r gk E u,, k = 1,. . . , n. By the properties of the sequence of h’s, 
we can choose infinitely many pairs h and g such that they satisfy 1 g - hi < n 
and the column spaces of T(cphX + Y) and T(cpsX + Y) are spanned by 
their jth columns respectively. For such pairs h and g with g > h (if h > g, 
the following arguments are the same on exchanging the role of h and g), we 
get ]rgk - rhk] E U, for each k = 1,. . . , n from (3.1) and (3.2). Now, 
consider 
= 
pga,d + b, pha,d + b, 
pgajd + bj - phaj d + bj 
dl(a,bj - aj&)( pgph - 1)l ph 
( pgajd + bj)( phajd + b,) ’ (3.3) 
Assume that ?-sk # r,& for all such pairs h and g. Since /L is prime, /_L is not 
divisible by phajd + bj. If phajd + bj has p as a factor, then phajd + bj = 
&.L for some /3 E U,. Thus /.L( p - ph- 'a,d) = bj and hence bj is divisible 
by CL, which is a contradiction. Then ph does not contain any factor of 
( phajd + b.Xpgajd + bj). Since dla,bj - ajbkl is fmed and I pg-h - 11 
varies over mite values for infinitely many pairs h and g with 1 < g - h < n, # 
the prime factors of dKakbj - ajbkXp - g h - 1)1 are finite in number. Since 
U, has only one unit, the terms 
or distinct) prime factors in U, 
phajd + bj produce infinitely many (same 
as h increases. Thus we can choose a 
sufficiently large pair h and g with 1 < g - h Q n such that dKa, bj - 
ajbkX ph-g - l>l does not contain any prime factors of ( p’a.d + bjX wgajd 
+ bj). Then the denominator of (3.3) contains some prime actors such that f’ 
the numerator of (3.3) does not contain. Since U, contains no element of the 
form x/y where y has a prime factor which x does not, the fractional 
expression of (3.3) . 1s not an element of U,. Thus we have a contradiction, so 
that lrgk - r,,k] 6C U, for some pair g and h with h < g < h + n. Hence 
r k = rhk for some h and g. Thus, for each k = 1,. . . , n there is an h such 
&at ak = t-,&a. [this follows on subtracting (3.1) from (3.2)] and b, = r,& bj 
[this follows frbm (3.1)]. Now let r = [rhl *a. 
b = bit-, and r,,j = 1. 
rh”], and note that a = air, 
By cases (3.1) and (3.2) T(X) and T(Y) h ave the same strong right factor 
r. Thus sc(T(cuX + pY)) = c( s aaju + fIbjv)r’ = 1 for arbitrary (Y, /3 in 
U,. This contradicts the fact that T preserves spanning column rank 2, since 
LYX + p Y has spanning column rank 2 for relatively prime (Y and p in U, . 
Hence T maps column matrices to column matrices. ??
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We use the notation E,l for the m X n matrix whose (i, j> entry is 1 and 
whose other entries are all 0. We also write xj for the jth column of X. 
THEOREM 3.2. For n > 2, let T be a linear operator on M,, n(U+). Then 
T preserves spanning column ranks 1 and 2 if and only if there exist 
Q E Mlm,,(U+) and P E Mlo,,n(U+) such that T(X) = QXPfit- all X E 
Ml,, ,,(U+), where Q is invertible in M,,,(R), and P is a permutation matrix. 
Proof. We first show the sufficiency. Suppose T( X) = QXP and X has 
spanning column rank 1, say X = xa’ and ai = 1 for some i. Let P’ 
correspond to r E S, and i = I. Then QXP = Qx(P’aY. Hence QXP 
has spanning column rank 1. Then T preserves spanning column rank 1. If X 
has spanning column rank 2, then X has two linearly independent columns 
which span all other columns of X. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that they are x1 and x2. Then Qxi and Qxa span all the other 
columns of QX. Now &T(X)) = 1 or 2, by the facts that multiplying P on 
the right of QX does not change the spanning column rank of QX and that T 
preserves spanning column rank 1. If &T(X)) = 1, then sc([Qxi, Qx,]) = 1. 
Hence either Qxi = rQx2 or Qx2 = rQxl for some r E U,. Thus x1 = rx2 
or x2 = rxl in R and hence in U,, since Q is invertible in R. Then 
SC(X) = 1, which is a contradiction. Hence &T(X)) = 2, and T preserves 
spanning column rank 2. 
Conversely, suppose T preserves spanning column ranks 1 and 2. Let 
Xi = x(e,Y, i = 1,. . . , n, for some fued x E (U,)“‘. By Lemma 3.1, T(X,) 
:gr(J where yt = [ yl, yz, . . . , ym] is dependent on x and 7r : (1,. . . , n} 
,...,n}.If7risnotonetoone,thenforsomeiandj, (YT(X~) + PT(X,.) 
has only one nonzero column for all (Y, p. That is, T(cuX, + pXj> has 
spanning column rank 1 for all (Y, p, a contradiction, since oXi + j3Xj has 
spanning column rank 2 for relatively prime (Y, p in U,. Thus r is one to 
one, and hence it is a permutation. So without loss of generality, we assume 
r = e, the identity permutation, so that T(X,) = de,)’ and T(X,) = v(e,)‘. 
If ui # 0 and q = 0 or vice versa, then T(X, + X,) = u(e,jf + v(e,)’ has 
spanning column rank 2, contradicting the fact that T preserves spanning 
column ranks 1 and 2, since X, + X, has spanning column rank 1. Thus 
ui = 0 if and only if vi = 0. We assume without loss of generality that ui and 
v1 are positive. Since X, + X, has spanning column rank 1, v = ru or 
u = rv for some r in U,. Let v = ru. If r # 1, choose p relatively prime to 
r in U,; then 
T( pX, + Xz) = [ pu i v / 0 i *** i o] 
=[pu i ru j0: -** iO] 
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has spanning column rank 2 while pX, + X, has spanning column rank 1, a 
contradiction. Thus r = 1. For the case u = TV, we can show that r = 1 by a 
similar argument. Then v = u. It follows that T(Xi) = de,)’ for i = 1, . . . , n. 
In particular, when Xi = E,i, there exists some vector uj = [u,~, uZj, 
. . ..u.,,~]~ E hAlI,,, such t h at T(Ej,) = uj(eiY for all i, j. Let Q be the 
matrix [ul i u2 j **- j urn]. Then for an arbitrary X E Ml,,,, .(U+ ), 
T(X) = f i xjiT(Eji) = E 2 xjiuj(ei)t. 
j-li=l j=li=l 
So the (s, t) entry of T(X) is Cj”=i z.~u,.. The (s, t) entry of QX is 
Cj!! 1 usj xjt, which is the (s, t) entry of? T(X). Thus T(X) = QX for all 
x E M,, .W+). 
Further, we show that Q is nonsingular in M,,,,(R). Suppose that 
Q = (qij) is singular. Say Qx = 0 for some nonzero x in Ml,,,(R). Since x 
can be considered as a solution of the homogeneous system of linear 
equations with coefficients qij E U,, we may assume, without loss of gener- 
ality, that the entries of x are all in U. So let (I! = 1 + maxl < i G mlzxilr and 
z = aj + x, where j is the vector of all 1’s. Then z E Ml,, ,<U+> and 
QZ = Q(aj + x) = Q(aj). Thus 
T(zei + ajei) = Q(zei) + Q(aje’,) 
= QW4 + Q(d)4 = Q(4h + 4' 
has spanning column rank 1. If zei + aje; has spanning column rank 2, then 
T does not preserve spanning column rank 2. Thus zei + ajei must have 
spanning column rank 1. Then z = mj or rz = ctj, and hence Q<mj> = 
Q(aj) or QZ = Qrz for some r E U,. If r = 1, then x = 0, a contradiction. 
If r # 1, we have Qz = 0 and hence T(zei) = Qzei = 0, contradicting the 
fact that T preserves spanning column rank 1. Thus Q is nonsingular in 
M,,,(R). W 
COROLWRY 3.6. Let T : Mlo,,n(U+) --) Ml,,_(U+) be a linear operator, 
n > 2. Then T preserves spanning column rank if and only if there exist 
Q E M,,,(U+), P E M,_(U+) such that T(X) = QXP fir all X E 
Ml, “(U, ), where Q is invertible in Ml,, ,(R), and P is a permutation matrix. 
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